Brochures Maps and Videos
#ShareLisboa (vídeo)

Aveiro - Accessible Itinerary Map

Be a Life Camper

Belém (Lisbon) - Accessible Itinerary Map

Be responsible and contribute to the sustainability of motor
caravanning. See the brochure “Be a Life Camper”.

Choose Portugal

Can't Skip Portugal

Portugal is a destination increasingly sought after by travellers

Can’t skip Us, Can’t Skip Portugal - Online Campaign

from all over the world. In this document you will find a great
diversity of tourist information organized by region.

The film “Can’t skip us, Can’t skip Portugal” is an integral part of
the portuguese tourist promotional campaign.
Visit the page Youtube.com/Visitportugal and access more
promotional videos on Portugal as a tourist destination.

To view the brochure Choose Portugal, select your language from
the options below.

Discover the countryside of Portugal

Devotion and Religious Festivities

Welcome to Portugal. Take a break in the Portuguese

“Devotion and Religious Festivities” explores Fátima, revered as

countryside. Discover in this video the variety of things to do and

a holy place of religious devotion and pilgrimage, along with

see, wherever you stay overnight.

other points of spiritual significance.

Feeling Portugal

Elvas - Accessible Itinerary Map

Combining a Mediterranean influence with the coolness of the
Atlantic Ocean, Portugal is known for its mild, sunny climate and

Guarda - Accessible Itinerary Map

diverse landscapes that go from the magnificent coastal
beaches, to the golden plains of the Alentejo, the verdant
mountains of the interior to the peaceful, lush nature of the

Map of Portugal
So many things to see, so close at hand! The map of Portugal will
guide you across the many itineraries of Portugal and help you

Azores and Madeira islands.

Jewish Legacy

plan your trip in the best possible manner.
"Jewish Legacy" looks into the historical and cultural heritage of

Natural.PT

the Jewish people in Portugal and their descendants, who still

Portugal's unique fauna and flora and their beautiful
natural surroundings...
Portugal is a privileged country in the world of natural history. In
under 100,000 km2, it concentrates a wide variety of habitats,
such as large estuaries, mountains, rivers, coastlines, the open
sea, forests, islands, caves and vast plains. In these beautiful
settings, visitors can watch the largest animals on the planet, the
mighty whales, and admire countless birds, like the lofty gliders
or the colourful passerines. Along the large rivers one can
glimpse various amphibians, mammals, fish, reptiles or hundreds
of insects.
All of this natural heritage deserves to be conserved, known, and
experienced by humanity in perfect harmony with nature.

preserve the Sephardic legacy of their ancestors.

Mediterranean Diet
The principles and benefits of the Mediterranean diet, awarded
Intangible Cultural Heritage status in December 2013.

Parque das Nações (Lisbon) - Accessible Itinerary
Map
Paths of Faith
This brochure sums up the places for religious worship and
celebration that receive most visitors in continental Portugal.

(English version)

They are displayed from north to south of Portugal. It includes
religious Sanctuaries, the Portuguese Routes towards Santiago

Paths of Faith

de Compostela and the Jewish Sepharad legacy in Portugal.

See some of the places of worship and religious celebration in
Portugal in the film Paths of Faith.

Portugal As Never Seen Before

Divided into three themes - Devotion and Religious Celebrations,

The film series “Portugal As Never Seen Before” is composed of 8
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Jewish Legacy, and Ways of St. James - the film showcases the

films with images captured in 4K UHD, telling about the 7

rich cultural, artistic, natural and spiritual heritage that can be

tourism offices, and a film dedicated to the cultural heritage

found across the country.

(Portugal As Never Seen Before - Heritage).
See the complete playlist at Youtube.com/Visitportugal.

Portugal - Jewish Legacy (leaflet)
This brochure presents a summary of the Sephardic Jewish

Portugal Tolls / Easy Tolls - Foreign Vehicles

legacy in Portugal, comprising the historic and cultural heritage
of a community that has left deep-routed marks on the
development of the country over the ages.

Rules - #HeritageToShare
Sketch Tour Portugal

Portugal Shopping Experience

Turismo de Portugal sent the invitation to 24 Urban Sketchers

Portugal, one of the best countries in Europe for shopping.

from all over the world to travel throughout Portugal and share a
different perspective on the main tourist sites through their

Rossio (Lisbon) - Accessible Itinerary Map

sketches.

Sintra - Accessible Itinerary Map

The videos of each trip and the interviews of the invited
sketchers may be seen at Youtube.com/Visitportugal.

Touristic Map

Surf
The main surf world events, the distinction of a world surfing

Find the best routes for discovering Portugal! Now in a larger

reserve and a world record of great waves confirm Portugal as an

format and containing more detailed information, this map will

essential wave destination.

prove an indispensable companion for you on your travels.

UE Digital COVID Certificate

Viana do Castelo - Accessible Itinerary Map

UE Digital COVID Certificate
More information
at https://ec.europa.eu/info/live-work-travel-eu/coronavirus-respo
nse/safe-covid-19-vaccines-europeans/eu-digital-covidcertificate_en

Visitportugal Brands - Portuguese Greens
Visitportugal Brands - Portuguese Trails
If you’re keen on biking or walking, you’ll have a unique
experience in Portugal. 3.759 km of certified trails, by the sea,
between the mountains, from North to South, the options are
endless.

Visitportugal Brands - Portuguese Music Festivals
Portugal is a country where youth and fun will always have their
own space. A country where culture, art, gastronomy and
traditions coexist in harmony with a modern and European
lifestyle. At the Portuguese Music Festivals you'll be able to
experience all this. Can't skip the sound of fun. Can’t skip
Portugal.
Can't skip the sound of fun. Can’t skip Portugal.

Visitportugal Brands - Portuguese Waves
Portugal has waves in every corner, 365 days per year. Covering
more than 1800 km, the Portuguese coastline boasts over 200

Get inspired and get moving!

different types of waves, suitable for all levels of surfing.

Ways of St. James

Can’t skip Portuguese waves.

"Ways of St. James" delves into the experience of pilgrims on
their way from Portugal to Santiago de Compostela in Spain,
through ancient medieval roads.

Alentejo
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A Tourist's Guide to World Heritage Sites III Lisboa, Sintra, Évora e Elvas

Alentejo - Time to be Happy

Lisbon, Sintra, Évora and Elvas are historic cities that are classed
by UNESCO as Cultural World Heritage sites.
To learn about the outstanding value of these cities and their
monuments and, at the same time, discover the traditions and
the places where they are located, we recommend the World
Heritage Guide Books, which suggest a range of themed
itineraries that will undoubtedly enhance any visit to Portugal.

Évora
Évora - Accessible Itinerary Map

Santarém
Santarém - Accessible Itinerary Map

Algarve
Algarve

Algarve - Ideas and Inspirations

Algarve - Road Cycling Routes

For more information and to download other brochures about the
Algarve region, please see https://www.visitalgarve.pt.

For more information and to download other brochures about the
Algarve region, please see https://www.visitalgarve.pt.

Algarve - THE Golf Destination

Algarve - Tours and Trails

For more information and to download other brochures about the
Algarve region, please see https://www.visitalgarve.pt.

For more information and to download other brochures about the
Algarve region, please see https://www.visitalgarve.pt.

Map of the Algarve
Come and discover the Algarve! All year round, the region’s

Guide to Nature Tourism in the Algarve
For more information and to download other brochures about the
Algarve region, please see https://www.visitalgarve.pt.

beaches, nature reserves, typical villages, golf courses, castles
and fortresses stand before you in all their splendour. This map
shows you all of the different options.
For more information and to download other brochures and maps
about the Algarve region, please see https://www.visitalgarve.pt.
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Faro
Faro - Accessible Itinerary Map

Lagos
Lagos - Accessible Itinerary Map

Tavira
Tavira - Accessible Itinerary Map

Azores
Azores - Certified by Nature

Açores - Certified by Nature

Angra do Heroísmo
Angra do Heroísmo - Accessible Itinerary Map

Centro de Portugal
A Tourist Guide to World Heritage Sites I - In the
heart of Portugal

Best of Center of Portugal 2020
For more information and to download other brochures about the

Consult the leaflet concerning the 4 routes we’ve specially

Center of Portugal region, please see
www.centerofportugal.com/press-media/.

created to help you discover this region. Nestled in the

Center of Portugal - Don't Miss it!
southwest corner of Europe, we call this region “the heart of
For more information and to download other brochures about the
Portugal”.

Center of Portugal region, please see
www.centerofportugal.com/press-media/.

Many of the key events surrounding the birth of Portugal - the
country with the oldest borders in Europe – are associated to this

Centro de Portugal

zone. The region has a rich history and brims with a plethora of
myths and legends. Its exceptional importance - the theme
underlying these routes - is demonstrated by the fact that it
houses three of Portugal’s most important UNESCO World
Heritage monuments, in an area spanning little over 90km2.

Center of Portugal
Center of Portugal Roundtrip
For more information and to download other brochures about the
Center of Portugal region, please see

2013 Turismo de Portugal. All rights reserved.
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www.centerofportugal.com/press-media/.

Wines at Center of Portugal
For more information and to download other brochures about the
Center of Portugal region, please see
www.centerofportugal.com/press-media/.

Coimbra
Coimbra - Accessible Itinerary Map

Tomar
Tomar - Accessible Itinerary Map

Viseu
Viseu - Accessible Itinerary Map

Lisboa Region
Lisboa - A Whole World to Explore

Lisboa Golf Coast
Lisboa Region is the perfect Golf destination.
The tranquility and satisfaction to be found on the greens are
matched only by the quality, number and diversity of Lisbon’s
Golf courses.
With over 20 top-notch golf courses, the only difficulty is
selecting one.

Lisboa
Lisboa City Breaks

Madeira
Discover Madeira Islands

Madeira and Porto Santo Guide

Madeira Island Map

For more information and to download other brochures about
Madeira, please see https://issuu.com/apmadeirapt/docs.

Despite its small size, Madeira has a wealth of majestic and
unusually beautiful scenery. Rent a car and set off to discover
the charms and hidden corners of this floating garden!
For more information and to download other brochures and maps
about Madeira, please see https://issuu.com/apmadeirapt/docs.
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Funchal
Funchal - Accessible Itinerary Map

Porto and the North
A Tourist Guide to World Heritage Sites II - in the
North of Portugal

Porto and the North
For more information and to download other brochures about

People have lived in northern Portugal for centuries. A place

Porto and the North region, please see
https://issuu.com/arptportonorte.

where Atlantic and Mediterranean cultures come together, the
region is particularly rich in cultural and natural heritage.
Indeed, this Portuguese region has 4 of UNESCO's 18 World
Heritage sites: two historical centres: Porto and Guimarães,
which received the status in 1996 and 2001 respectively, the
Vale do Coa archaeological sites, listed in 1998, and the cultural
landscape of the Alto Douro Wine-growing Region, listed 2001.
To help you get to know them better, Turismo de Portugal has
published a series of World Heritage Tourist Itineraries, making it
easier for you to organise your visit to Portugal.

Porto and The North - The essence of Portugal

Braga
Braga - Accessible Itinerary Map

Bragança
Bragança - Accessible Itinerary Map

Guimarães
Guimarães - Accessible Itinerary Map
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Porto
Porto - Accessible Itinerary Map
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